In recent years, there has been increased interest in using microphaseseparated block copolymer thin films as submicron/suboptical masks in next generation semiconductor and magnetic media fabrication. With the goals of removing metastable defects in block copolymer thin film simulations and potentially examining equilibrium defect populations, we report on two new numerical techniques that can be used in field-theoretic computer simulations: 1) a spectral amplitude filter (SF) which encourages the simulation to relax into high symmetry states (representing zero defect states), and 2) different variants of forced-biased, partial saddle point Monte Carlo algorithms that allow for barrier crossing towards lower energy defect-free states. Beyond their use for removing defects, the forcebiased Monte Carlo algorithms will be seen to provide a promising tool for studying equilibrium defect populations.
Introduction
Microphase-separated block copolymer thin films have emerged as a promising new vehicle for the creation of submicron/suboptical masks in next generation semiconductor and magnetic media [1, 2, 3, 4] . Depending on the specific architecture and composition of the block copolymer, the microphase separated system can yield a variety of ordered microdomains. Microphase separation occurs on the 10 nm scale, yet the resulting microdomains often exhibit defect structures that extend to the µm scale.
Not surprisingly, large ordered arrays of nm-scale microdomains represent a promising lithographic tool. For example, in the case of magnetic media fabrication (flash memory), one might desire a large, regular array of magnetic dots. A phase separated block copolymer thin film could act as a lithographic mask for the creation of such a well-ordered magnetic array. However, if block copolymer masking techniques are to evolve into a realistic and commercially viable fabrication scheme, one must have control over, or at least an understanding of, defect structures and the factors that control long-range lateral order in copolymer thin films.
The problem of controlling and understanding microdomain ordering in block copolymer thin films has garnered much attention from polymer experimentalists [5, 6, 7] . For example, Segalman et al. have shown that a polystyreneb-(2-vinylpyridine) (PS-PVP) block copolymer thin film (with f PVP = 0.129 and N = 670), which consists of a single layer of spherical PVP-domains in a PS matrix, behaves as a 2D crystal-hexatic-liquid system, consistent with the predictions of the Kosterlitz-Thouless-Halperin-Nelson-Young (KTHNY) theory of 2D melting [5] . According to this theory, melting of a 2D crystal of microdomains proceeds through two continuous phase transitions, first to a hexatic phase and then into a liquid. Each phase is characterized by a well defined equilibrium distribution of microdomain defects.
In addition to equilibrium defect populations, it is common to observe nonequilibrium distributions of metastable defects. Qualitatively, it is useful to think of metastable states as corresponding to local minima in a free energy landscape and being separated from each other by substantial (at least a few k B T ) activation barriers. In experiments, one often handles non-equilibrium defects via thermal annealing. In computer simulations, both particle-based [8] and field-theoretic [9] , it is typically very difficult to relax towards a defect-free state or an equilibrium defect population because of the time limitations that are inherent to the methods.
There are various field-based simulation methodologies that are successful at yielding defect free states, including unit-cell calculations by means of finite differences, pseudo-spectral techniques, or the spectral method of Matsen and Schick [9, 10] . These methods require either seeding the simulation cell with a specific microdomain morphology or imposing a specific symmetry so that only certain symmetry-constrained structures can form. However, if one is primarily interested in equilibrium defect populations, or we wish to allow symmetries to set in in an unbiased manner (for example, if the symmetries of the microphases are unknown), then one needs to apply large-cell simulations. In such simulations, periodic boundary conditions are typically imposed, but the size of the computational cell is taken to be much larger than the microdomain period.
In the present paper we address two issues that relate to large-cell field theoretic simulations of block copolymers:
• We develop techniques for achieving defect-free mean-field solutions. This is especially important when conducting simulations in a discovery mode, where the microdomain symmetry is not known in advance. The highly defective metastable states obtained in such simulations often do not pos-sess sufficient long-range order to clearly identify the underlying defect-free periodic ground state.
• We develop simulation techniques that can generate equilibrium defect populations, such as those observed by Segalman et al. [5] in block copolymer thin films.
Consequently, the purpose of this study is to develop computational methods for removing and evolving microdomain defects in unbiased large-cell block copolymer simulations. For the purpose of removing defects in block copolymer simulations, we develop two computational methods: 1) a spectral amplitude filtering algorithm, and 2) several variants of force-bias Monte Carlo algorithms. The Monte Carlo methods also appear to be useful in generating equilibrium defect populations, and so address our second objective.
In Section 2 we provide some background relevant to the problem of microdomain defects in block copolymer thin films. Section 3 details our polymer model, the mean-field approximation leading to self-consistent field theory (SCFT), and our pseudo-spectral numerical methods, including the semiimplicit Seidel (SIS) technique for relaxing mean-field solutions. In Section 4 we introduce and describe a spectral-amplitude filtering algorithm (SF) for the elimination of defects. Section 5 describes a family of force-biased Monte Carlo algorithms (PSP-MC), based on a partial saddle point approximation (PSP) to the underlying field theory model. Section 6 provides a comparison of the ability of these techniques to eliminate microdomain defects in two-dimensional diblock copolymer thin films. Finally, Section 7 summarizes our results and provides some concluding remarks.
4
As mentioned above, KTHNY theory predicts equilibrium populations of lattice defects in 2D systems (here "lattice" refers to the characteristic lattice formed by the phase separated microdomains). A useful way to identify lattice defects is via a Voronoi diagram [5] . The diagram is constructed from the polyhedra formed by perpendicular bisection of the bonds between all neighboring lattice points. The number of sides of the resulting polygons indicates the number of nearest neighbors; thus, the Voronoi diagram allows one to quickly identify the coordination of each lattice point (here we define "lattice point" as the centroid of a microdomain).
For the system of interest, an asymmetric AB diblock copolymer with composition f > 0.5 (A block volume fraction) in 2D, the copolymer melt can microphase separate into an ordered hexagonal array of B cylinders, depending on the specific values of f and the Flory parameter χ AB [11, 10] . In two dimensions, the only non-lamellar microphase is a hexagonally ordered cylindrical phase. For a perfect hexagonal lattice, each B cylinder will have six nearest neighbors. Therefore, topological lattice defects are characterized by microdomains with less than or more than six nearest neighbors; in other words, Voronoi polygons with other than six sides. It is worth noting that the three phases considered in the KTHNY theory can be distinguished by the number and type of non-hexagonal Voronoi polygons [5] .
The standard field theory model of an incompressible block copolymer melt on which our simulations are based [9, 12, 10] applies Hubbard-Stratonovich (HS) fields to decouple the various polymers in the system. The mean-field approximation (SCFT) corresponds to a saddle-point approximation for the functional integrals over these fields. To compute SCFT solutions, i.e. to conduct SCFT simulations, it is necessary to have a numerical procedure for solving a Fokker-Planck equation describing the statistical mechanics of a single copolymer in the HS "self-consistent" fields, and a second numerical algorithm for relaxing the fields to approach a saddle point. For the first purpose, we use a second-order accurate, pseudo-spectral algorithm based on operator splitting [13, 14] . In relaxing the fields, we utilize a variation of a continuous steepest descent search [9] . A fictitious time variable is introduced, and at each moment in time the system is moved along the gradient of the energy functional to approach a saddle point.
Such SCFT simulations ultimately terminate at a stable or metastable saddle point solution, corresponding to a mean-field solution of the block copolymer partition function. The continuous steepest descent scheme lacks a mechanism for moving between metastable states (i.e., barrier crossing between saddle points). While there has been recent work on improving the speed and stability of the steepest descent search [15] , barrier crossing and the avoidance of metastable, defect-laden states still present a problem.
One possible method of reducing defect populations is to extend the steepest descent search beyond the mean-field approximation (SCFT) and incorporate thermal fluctuations. Such fluctuations may be sufficient to enable barrier crossing and annealing of defect structures. There are various ways to conduct such "field-theoretic simulations," the two most popular of which are Monte Carlo (MC) and complex Langevin (CL) methods [16, 9, 17] . While these methods successfully extend the theory beyond the mean-field approximation, they have problems of their own. First, and perhaps most importantly, any given configuration obtained by the stochastic methods are not solutions per se, but are snapshots suitable for calculating statistical averages. Here we are primarily concerned with "ground-state" SCFT solutions. Second, full MC/CL sampling requires a doubling in the number of field variables used when compared to SCFT. Third, the CL approach is subject to accuracy and stability limitations that can make the simulations prohibitively slow for our purposes (although there has been recent progress on this issue [18] ). Finally, full MC simulations of field-theoretic models of polymers exhibit a "sign problem" [9, 17] that can slow or even prevent convergence of this approach.
With the primary goal of removing metastable defects in SCFT simulations of block copolymer thin films, we examine two algorithms: 1) a spectral amplitude filtering algorithm which dynamically amplifies symmetries developing in the system and encourages the steepest descent search to move in the appropriate direction, and 2) a family of force-biased Monte Carlo algorithms, which introduce controlled noise to the steepest descent search, thus potentially facilitating barrier crossing. As for our secondary goal, the Monte Carlo algorithms developed below satisfy detailed balance, so they may prove useful in simulating equilibrium defect populations as predicted by KTHNY theory and observed by Segalman et al. [5] . Both of our microdomain defect removal algorithms are built on top of a standard field theory model for an incompressible AB diblock copolymer melt [17, 10] . In this section we provide a short review of the basic polymer model, the SCFT (saddle point) approximation, and the SIS algorithm for obtaining saddle point solutions.
Block Copolymer Model
We consider n monodisperse AB diblock copolymers in a volume V . The index of polymerization is denoted N , and the fraction of A monomer is denoted f . We assume the statistical segment lengths of the two polymers are equal b A = b B = b; therefore, in three spatial dimensions, the unperturbed radius of gyration is given by R 2 g0 = b 2 N/6. We restrict our attention to incompressible polymer melts, and thus the fixed, average monomer density is given by ρ 0 = nN/V .
The block copolymers are modelled using the continuous Gaussian chain model with space curves r α (s). Here α = 1, 2, ..., n is the polymer index, and s ∈ [0, 1] is a polymer contour length variable that runs from s = 0 at the beginning of the A side to s = 1 at the end of the B side. The canonical partition function is given by (here and throughout we set k B T = 1)
where H 0 is the harmonic chain stretching penalty,
and H I is the Flory monomer-monomer interaction,
Here χ = χ AB is the Flory interaction parameter for interactions between A and B monomers. The microscopic A and B monomer densities are defined as follows:ρ
In the partition function eq. (1), ( 
The change of variables allows us to write
up to a constant shift in energy. We can now convert eq. (1) into a field theory by performing a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation
and using the exponential representation of the delta functional,
Here b(r) =ρ − (r) − (2f − 1)ρ 0 , a = ρ 0 /χ, and c(r) =ρ A (r) +ρ B (r) − ρ 0 . After some simple algebra and rescalings we obtain
where
Here, x is the dimensionless spatial coordinate x = r/R g0 and C = (ρ 0 /N )R 3 g0 is a dimensionless chain concentration. From here on, all lengths are expressed in
The parameter C can be viewed as an effective coordination number (the average number of chains that penetrate the coil of a given copolymer) and will be seen to control the strength of fluctuations in the system. The conjugate fields w ± , defined in eqs. (8) and (9) , are also given a new normalization:
In the Hamiltonian eq. (11), Q represents the partition function for a single AB diblock copolymer in an external field. The A block interacts with the field
We can calculate Q using the propagator,
The propagator q(x, 1; [W A , W B ]) gives the probability density of finding a polymer whose chain end is at position x; it satisfies the following modified diffusion
subject to the initial condition q(x, 0) = 1 and with
The microscopic monomer densities are computed using the propagator as follows:
is the reduced local monomer density (i.e., the local volume fraction of segments of type J), and q † (x, s) is a backwards propagator. The backwards propagator is needed because the copolymer chain is not symmetric; it satisfies the following equation:
subject to the initial condition q † (x, 0) = 1 and with
Self-Consistent Field Theory (SCFT)
Up to this point we have performed a series of exact transformations on the original polymer partition function eq. (1) to yield a new, formally equivalent field theory with partition function given by eq. (10). We now shift our attention to mean field approximations to the partition function given by eq. (10).
The factor C appears in front of all terms in eq. (11); therefore, for C → ∞ we can use the method of steepest descent to validate saddle point solutions of the above theory. The saddle point solutions represent mean-field approximations to eq. (10) [17] . The saddle point equations are given by
whereW ± are the saddle point configurations of the fields W ± .
Eq. (19) represents four equations, one for each component of the complex fieldsW ± ; however, it is known that the saddle point configuration of W + is strictly imaginary and the saddle point configuration of W − is strictly real [17] .
Therefore, we introduce the real valued pressure field Ξ = iW + = −Im[W + ] and
A continuous steepest descent search is the simplest and one of the most efficient ways to solve the saddle point equations. As mentioned above, we introduce a fictitious time variable t, and at each time we move the field values in the direction of the gradient of the Hamiltonian. By combining eqs. (11) and (19) , the saddle point equations are given by
and
Since the saddle point valueW + = −iΞ is purely imaginary, the saddle point search is actually a "steepest ascent" in Ξ. We write,
Clearly, when eqs. (22) and (23) This completes the framework for SCFT. We are able to search for mean-field solutions of the polymer theory by iterating the following steps:
1. Initialize Ξ(x, 0) and W (x, 0).
2. Solve the modified diffusion equations: eqs. (13) and (17) 
Numerical Methods
In step 2 above, we solve the modified diffusion equations using the pseudospectral operator splitting method developed by Rasmussen and Kalosakas [13, 9] . This is a stable, fast, O(∆s 2 ) accurate algorithm for solving the modified diffusion equation. In eq. (13) we identify the linear operator L = ∇ 2 − ψ(x, s).
Formally we can find the solution at a set of discrete contour locations s by propagating along the polymer chain,
starting from the initial condition q(x, 0) = 1.
Motivated by the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff identity [20] , we perform an 
The potential ψ(r, s) is diagonal in real space and the Laplacian is diagonal in Fourier space; thus, explicit multiplication by e −∆sψ(x,s)/2 is evaluated in real space, and the action of e ∆s∇ 2 is evaluated as an explicit multiplication in Fourier space. We move between real and Fourier space using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) [21] In executing step 4 of the SCFT algorithm above, our primary goal is to quickly solve the saddle point equations in as stable a manner as possible. The accuracy of the time integration is not important because we seek only stationary states. Furthermore, we wish to avoid being trapped in metastable states that contain defects. In other words, we wish to find the lowest energy, or "ground state" mean-field solution.
It is convenient to discretize the system spatially on a 2D square lattice with periodic boundary conditions, and we assume that the system is uniform and finite in the third direction. That is, we set
where n x and n y are the number of lattice points in the x and y directions, respectively. In order to simplify notation, we subsequently use a single, bold face index i to represent the ordered pair (i, j). The lattice parameters are defined as follows: ∆x = L x /n x and ∆y = L y /n y , where L x and L y are the dimensions of the system in units of R g0 . The dimension of the system in the uniform z-direction is denoted L z . Accordingly, the volume of the system is V = L x L y L z , the total number of lattice points is M = n x n y , and the area per grid point is ∆ 2 x = ∆x∆y. This particular discretization represents a uniform collocation grid, which allows us to rapidly transform between real and Fourier space via the FFT, as mentioned above.
In the z-direction we assume that the system is uniform, which roughly corresponds to the thin film morphology that is of interest here. However, under this assumption of uniformity, the film thickness L z always appears in combination with C, the dimensionless polymer concentration, and can be simply adsorbed into its definition.
Finally, we also discretize the chain contour variable s:
where n s is the number of steps along the polymer backbone, and ∆s = 1/n s is the contour step size. The fictitious time variable t is also sampled at discrete intervals:
The value of ∆t chosen depends on the method used to solve the relaxation equations, and n t defines the number of iterations used to relax the SCFT equations.
SIS
Until recently, only simple forward Euler algorithms and related explicit schemes had been employed for solving the relaxation equations eqs. (22) and (23):
where superscripts m represent discrete steps in the time variable t m . While the forward Euler algorithm has been successfully applied, it has a restrictive stability threshold; thus, one is often limited to rather small time steps ∆t. It is not uncommon that forward Euler stepping can require many tens-of-thousands of field iterations to obtain a reasonably accurate saddle point solution.
A more stable algorithm for solving the relaxation equations has been recently proposed by Ceniceros and Fredrickson [15] . There are various ways to interpret this time stepping algorithm (see [15, 9] for detailed discussions), but it is implemented by simply adding and subtracting linearized expressions (in Ξ or W ) for the derivatives of the Hamiltonian to the right hand side of eqs. (29) and (30). The subtracted term is evaluated at the current time m, and the added term is evaluated at the future time m + 1. The result is a Semi-Implicit Seidel (SIS) update scheme that is implemented pseudo-spectrally in both real and Fourier space. For the present purposes, it is important to realize that the SIS algorithm is significantly more stable than the forward Euler algorithm. As a result, a much larger time step can be used. It is not uncommon for the SIS algorithm to outperform the forward Euler algorithm by one or two orders of magnitude in the number n t of time steps required to achieve an SCFT solution of prescribed accuracy.
Spectral Amplitude Filtering
Although the SIS relaxation method is well suited for quickly finding a stationary saddle point solution, it does not allow barrier crossing. As a result, it is rather susceptible to getting caught in metastable mean-field solutions. In section 6
we provide specific examples of metastable configurations that were reached via a SIS relaxation.
The spectral amplitude filtering (SF) algorithm is designed to be used in conjunction with another relaxation method. The SF algorithm is relatively intuitive. Consider a relaxed metastable solution of the saddle point equations for a symmetric diblock copolymer with χN above the order-disorder transition (ODT). The density profile of the lowest-energy solution for such a system is a lamellar phase with perfect one-dimensional compositional order. However, metastable solutions typically exhibit morphologies that are locally lamellar, but whose long-range order is destroyed by defects such as dislocations and kink grain boundaries. Even with these defects, the Fourier transform of such composition patterns retains some of the symmetry of the lowest energy ordered state. In Fourier space, the defects produce a spreading of the dominant peaks and a roughened landscape in which these peaks are embedded. With this in mind, if we are able to sharpen the large amplitude peaks of the power spectrum and remove the lower amplitude Fourier components, the resulting real space densities will exhibit increased long-range order. A simple "spectral amplitude filter" that zeroes out all Fourier coefficients whose amplitude is less then some fraction of the largest peak amplitude should be effective in this regard. Note that while there are still six first order peaks in the Fourier amplitude spectrum corresponding to hexagonal symmetry, the peaks are dramatically spread out. The SF algorithm is used to isolate and sharpen the largest peaks, and thus produce a Fourier amplitude spectra resembling fig. 1 [left] .
To implement the SF algorithm, we identify the highest amplitude peaks in the amplitude spectrum of the Ξ and W fields, then we zero out all wavenumbers that have an amplitude that is less than some fraction f max of the maximum amplitude. The SF algorithm is summarized below: This filtering algorithm is applied by alternating with a series of field relaxation steps, so that the system is allowed to relax towards a saddle point, is then filtered, re-relaxed, filtered, etc. While in principle any suitable relaxation scheme can be paired with the SF, we have found that the SIS algorithm performs particularly well in this role. The number of relaxation steps between applications of the filter and the amplitude threshold f max of the filter can be tuned to achieve optimal performance of the scheme.
As we shall see, the spectral amplitude filter combined with SIS relaxation is a very powerful tool for elimination of defects from 2D hexagonally ordered block copolymer mesophases. However, if the Fourier space representation of Ξ and/or W is particularly feature rich, then the spectral amplitude filter can be too aggressive. This has been observed in nontrivial 3D microphases such as the Ia3d cubic gyroid phase. The gyroid phase has a particularly complicated Fourier amplitude spectrum, with multiple peaks of various amplitude, each playing a defining role in the gyroid symmetry. When the spectral amplitude filter is applied with too tight a threshold f max in such cases, it is not uncommon to see the filter direct the system into a non-gyroid, metastable microphase (e.g., the lamellar phase) [22] . Thus, one must exercise caution when applying this technique to complex block copolymer phases.
The SF algorithm is easily extended to more complicated polymer systems; however, its usefulness will depend largely on the complexity of the Fourier amplitude spectrum. One can imagine extending the SF to an M -block copolymer system (e.g., M = 3 corresponding to an ABC copolymer). In such a system, one would apply the spectral filter to each conjugate potential field W i , ∀i = 1, 2, ..., M , and to the pressure field W + . For M > 2, we expect a large number of candidate mesophases. As mentioned above, however, the spectral filter does not perform well when applied to complex block copolymer phases whose Fourier spectrum contains many secondary peaks of varying intensity that are important to establish the symmetry of the phase. Further study is necessary under such circumstances in order to explore the usefulness of the SF.
Partial Saddle Point Monte Carlo
In this section we detail another algorithm designed to remove microdomain defects from block copolymer simulations, but that also has the potential for achieving equilibrium defect populations. As outlined above, our model of an The PSP approximation has been successfully implemented as an approximate way of sampling the equilibrium properties of various fluctuating polymer systems [23, 24] beyond the mean-field approximation. While not exact, the PSP approximation renders the effective Hamiltonian strictly real and thus side-steps the sign problem present in the full field theory. The PSP approx-imation is reasonably accurate for the incompressible AB diblock melt model at large to moderate values of C [23] , but its general validity in other contexts is questionable [9] . Here, we simply use the PSP Monte Carlo method to add targeted, controlled noise into the system with the hope that this will facilitate defect motion and annihilation. To the extent that the PSP approximation is valid, the scheme potentially also provides a route to simulating and studying equilibrium populations of defects. We note that in this PSP-MC scheme, trial moves involve global, rather than single site, changes in the field configuration. Single site trial moves in fieldtheoretic polymer simulations are grossly inefficient because the modified diffusion equations must be re-solved to update the energy, regardless of the number of grid points on which W T differs from W m .
As seen above, restricting the pressure field W + to its saddle point configuration Ξ = iW + yielded a real-valued effective Hamiltonian.
Therefore we were able to implement traditional Monte Carlo algorithms requiring a positive definite probability weight P ∝ e −H . This idea can be extended to more complicated polymer systems.
In general, one will need to restrict all pressure-like potential fields to their saddle-point configurations in order to ensure a real-valued
Hamiltonian. Here, pressure-like refers to potential fields whose saddle-point configuration is purely imaginary. Potential fields with a real-valued saddle-point configuration are called exchange-like.
We can further examine the requirements of a generalized PSP-MC algorithm by introducing a monomer-monomer interaction matrix. Consider a polymer system with M different monomer types (e.g., a M -block copolymer), each with a different monomer-monomer interaction parameter χ ij , for i, j = 1, 2, ..., M . For such a system, the generalized monomer-monomer interaction energy can be given by
whereρ is a M -dimensional microscopic monomer density vector with componentsρ i (r), for i = 1, 2, ..., M (each defined by an expression analogous to eqs. (4) or (5)),ρ T is the transpose ofρ, and U is the M × M monomer-monomer interaction matrix with components
This matrix captures compressibility with ζ and the Flory monomermonomer interactions with χ ij . The ζ → ∞ limit yields strict melt incompressibility. The Flory parameter is symmetric, χ ij = χ ji , and has zero-valued diagonal elements χ ii = 0, ∀i = 1, 2, ..., M .
The matrix U is symmetric, U ij = U ji , and thus possesses realvalued eigenvalues, λ j ∈ R, At present, we have not examined the usefulness of PSP-MC algorithms in the context of more complicated polymer systems. In this paper, we restrict our attention to AB diblock copolymer melts in 2D.
In this work, we apply two Monte Carlo methods in the PSP approximation:
the forced-biased "smart Monte Carlo" method of Rossky, Doll, and Friedman [25] , and a colored-noise (i.e., Fourier-accelerated) variation of the smart Monte In the colored noise implementation, we choose a Fourier space noise distribution that has wavenumbers peaked around q * , the peak in the diblock structure factor [12] . This wavenumber roughly corresponds to the fundamental diblock length scale R g0 . By carefully selecting the distribution of the noise, it is not only our hope to decrease equilibration time, but also to allow barrier crossings that correspond to large scale rearrangements of the microdomains towards less defective configurations.
Beginning at an arbitrary time t m and field configurations Ξ m and W m , the PSP smart Monte Carlo update procedure is implemented as follows (for more explicit details, particularly with respect to detailed balance and the trial-move acceptance probabilities, see [25] ): 
where the random M -vector R i is selected from the distribution 2. Generate a trial configuration W T :
where the random M -vector R i is selected from the distribution Again, there are a few technical points worth mentioning. The M ×M matrix ∆ |i−i ′ | , which defines the distribution of (spatially) colored noise, is assumed to be translationally invariant and symmetric. Because the discrete Fourier transform of such a matrix is diagonal, the procedure for generating random numbers R i and evaluating the trial configuration W T is greatly simplified. Thus, it is natural to perform colored-noise smart Monte Carlo updates in Fourier space.
For a function f j defined on the simulation lattice, we define the Fourier trans-
and the inverse Fourier transform
The distribution ofR k is given bŷ
Note that ∆ −1 |i−i ′ | is diagonal in Fourier space: ∆ −1 k = 1/∆ k . Also note that since R j is real,R −k =R * k . Eq. (42) tells us that the distributions of both Re(R k ) and Im(R k ) are Gaussian, each with (k dependent) variance 2M∆ k ; hence the term "colored noise."
In Fourier space, eq. (37) becomeŝ
where we have used the cyclic convolution theorem. Similarly, eq. (39) can be expressed as
The variance∆ k is selected to be a function peaked at the wavenumber k 0 = 2 ≈ q * roughly corresponding to R g0 . For example,
Here k 0 , σ, and δ remain constant, while∆ is adjusted to ensure the acceptance ratio is approximately 0.5. Eq. (45) allows us to adjust the breadth of harmonics of the kicks by changing σ. We can introduce a uniform "white noise" background distribution by setting δ = 0. Alternatively, eq. (46), while also peaked at k 0 , captures the observed low-k and high-k behavior of the diblock structure factor S k [12] .
In the next section we present results that illustrate the effectiveness of the SIS, SF, and PSP-MC algorithms at yielding defect-free states. Furthermore, we also address the possibility that the PSP-MC algorithms may represent a useful tool for examining equilibrium defect populations.
Results
In the simulations reported here we applied periodic boundary conditions in both lateral directions, and we set L x = L y = 48R g0 , n x = n y = 192, n s = 70, f = 0.7, χN = 17, and C = 20 or C = 100.
For the PSP-MC algorithms, we relax Ξ (using the SIS scheme) until the relative error in H[Ξ, W ] is below ǫ = 0.001. On average, approximately 5 SIS steps in Ξ are needed for each trial MC update. In the SIS update scheme, C always appears as a multiplicative factor next to ∆t, and thus represents a modification to the SIS time step. In all SIS updates, the overall time step ∆tC is set to ∆tC = 100.
As mentioned above, all colored-noise smart MC runs have a Fourier space noise distribution that is peaked at k 0 = 2 ≈ q * . For the Gaussian colored-noise distributions, we set δ = 0 (i.e., no background white noise).
For the SIS runs, we relax the system for n t = 20000 total time steps (this ensures a well relaxed saddle point solution). For the PSP-MC runs we also run for n t = 20000 total time steps (attempted MC moves); however, the PSP-MC runs are split into two distinct sections: a 10000 iteration equilibration run, and a 10000 iteration production run (the value of ∆ or∆ is fixed over the production run).
For the SF runs, we apply the spectral amplitude filter at t m = 5000 with f max = 0.75, then again at t m = 6000 with f max = 0.50, and finally at t m = 7000 with f max = 0.25. Before, between, and after SF applications, we relax the system towards a saddle point solution with the SIS algorithm. After the final spectral filter application, we continue to relax the system using the SIS algorithm until t m = n t = 20000.
For each scheme, we performed 2 independent runs, each with a different random initial condition, and at the end of the run performed a Voronoi analysis and computed the average defect density reported.
For all PSP-MC runs, we began with a random initial condition, followed by exactly 5 SIS steps, and then started the actual Monte Carlo run. The 5 SIS steps are necessary because the first few initial moves away from a random initial state were observed to always increase the value of H[Ξ, W ], usually by such a large amount that the probability of accepting such a MC move is negligible.
The above set of parameters is largely arbitrary; however, there were a few guidelines that we adhered to when selecting the system parameters: The procedure for obtaining defect densities involves four steps: 1) run the simulations, 2) generate the Voronoi diagrams, 3) count the number of pentagons n 5 (or heptagons n 7 ) and the total number of polygons n TOT , and 4) calculate the defect densities:
For well relaxed systems in the hexatic or crystal phase, n 5 + n 6 + n 7 = n TOT , as observed in experiment [5] . We see from fig. (5) that the SF relaxation was the most successful of the 5 schemes at removing defects. In fact, for our system, SF relaxation always produced defect-free states. The second most successful algorithm was the SIS relaxation, followed by the various PSP-MC algorithms.
It is not surprising that the SF was the most successful at removing microdomain defects. The Fourier landscape of hexagonally ordered cylinders is rather simple (the first-order structure consists of six equally spaced peaks, all however, it would be necessary to gradually ramp C from a low value to a high value in a type of "simulated annealing" procedure to achieve and maintain low defect densities in such MC simulations.
Secondly, it is possible that we have actually realized our secondary goal of developing methods of sampling equilibrium defect populations. For each of the PSP-MC algorithms, the defect fraction appears to level off to a fixed value. This is not desirable from a defect removal standpoint; however, it is exactly what one would expect when observing equilibrium populations of defects characteristic of a 2D crystalline or hexatic phase.
Finally, it is also possible that the time scale for defect removal is far longer than the 20000 iterations we have selected here. In order to partially examine this issue, we set up two of our simulations to focus intensely on moving defects.
The SMC1 relaxations have a noise distribution in Fourier space that is sharply peaked at q * . The peak is so sharp that the energies and densities yielded by the SMC1 update differ significantly from the other PSP-MC updates. It is our belief that the SMC1 updates are non-ergodic, and thus unsuitable for statistical sampling of the diblock partition function. However, the SMC1 algorithm is particularly well suited for defect removal. The SMC1 algorithm was not the most successful at removing defects on the time scale examined; however, longer test runs of the SMC1 scheme (beyond 20000 iterations) suggest that it continues to slowly remove defects (in fact, the SMC1 defect fractions approached the defect fractions of the SIS relaxation). While this may represent a partial success, the time scales are too long to be a practical method of removing defects.
In addition, since the SMC1 relaxation is non-ergodic, it does not represent a useful tool for examining equilibrium defect populations.
We have yet to discuss the results of the SMCS algorithm. Even though the SMCS Fourier space noise distribution is sharply peaked at k = 2 ≈ q * , the method does appear to be ergodic (i.e., it yielded similar density profiles and energies to other ergodic PSP-MC methods such as Metropolis MC and the white noise SMC). Of all the PSP-MC algorithms at C = 100, the SMCS scheme was most successful at removing defects over the time scale examined.
Since this update scheme does appear to fully sample phase space, and it appears to equilibrate more rapidly than the other PSP-MC algorithms, it may represent a useful tool for examining equilibrium defect populations and possibly studying the crystal-hexatic transition in 2D block copolymer thin films.
Further study will be necessary to determine the computational feasibility of such investigations.
Discussion and Conclusions
We have developed a family of field update algorithms primarily intended to systematically remove metastable defects encountered in simulations of block copolymer fluids. In our trials on 2D melt films of AB diblock copolymers with hexagonal mesophase order, the spectral filtering (SF) algorithm was most effective at achieving defect-free, mean-field (SCFT) solutions. Our Monte Carlo algorithms based on the partial saddle point approximation (PSP-MC) incorporate thermal fluctuations, and while less effective at annealing defects, may prove useful for sampling equilibrium defect populations.
Our numerical simulations illustrate that the SF algorithm is very efficient at removing defects in the 2D AB block copolymer systems studied. However, preliminary tests on AB systems in 3D shows that the method can run into difficulty for complex block copolymer mesophases (such as gyroid), where lower amplitude Fourier peaks that are crucial for specifying symmetry can become buried in a rough landscape created by defects. It remains to be seen how useful the SF algorithm will be when applied to simulations of ABC block copolymer systems that possess large numbers of complex phases.
Experimental studies of defect populations in block copolymer thin films indicate that a single layer of spherical microdomains exhibit ordering characteristics consistent with KTHNY theory, including equilibrium defect densities [5] . The ergodic PSP-MC algorithms developed here (SMC and SMCS) appear to be useful algorithms in computational studies of equilibrium defect populations and numerical investigations of the applicability of KTHNY theory to block copolymer thin films. Of the PSP-MC variants, the SMCS method appears most promising for such studies, as it is ergodic, but also injects noise concentrated near wavenumbers k = 2 ≈ q * that are effective at producing defect motion. We hope to report on further investigations along these lines in the near future.
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